
CQRM XD Credana is a leading digital workplace solution providing end-

to-end process management to automate and simplify the complex 

process of accreditation, recognition and auditing programs, including the 

Medical Device Single Audit Program. 

CQRM XD Credana is a closed loop business management platform which 

allows the accreditation agencies, and internal and contracted assessors/

auditors to participate in a secure and single cloud-based solution. This is 

carried out throughout the lifecycle of the quality, compliance and 

certification processes. Ideally designed for multinational, multilingual and 

multi partner work environments, the cloud-based web solution, Xybion's 

CQRM XD Credana , allows interconnectivity with other systems and 

within its own workflows. 

Key Features: 

 Closed Loop 

The product offers a closed-loop process to 

effectively manage Corrective And Preventive 

Actions (CAPA) and integrates with other 

processes deemed critical for regulatory 

compliance. This involves automation of 

prescribed actions such as document 

management, non-conformance management, 

compliance management, audits, deviations and 

investigations.  

 Transparent 

CQRM XD Credana 's automated approach helps 

businesses to have full control and real-time 

transparency over their critical activities, 

including monitoring of compliance procedures, 

end user companies documentation along with 

managing approvals, thus shortening the cycle of 

corrective actions.  

 Flexible, Scalable and Configurable 

The platform offers a building block approach that 

facilitates the creation of applications for the 

global accreditation industry. CQRM XD Credana 

is a highly configurable solution to help manage 

business processes, create new applications and 

customize the tools that suit your needs. 

 Manage and Track 

With CQRM XD CREDANA, it is now easy to 

manage all types of stakeholders, including 

customers, partners, external contractors and 

various governing bodies. 



CQRM XD Credana Software 
 

 Creates and controls business-centric forms 

 Creates a list of values allowing interoperability between internal 

workflows and external systems. 

 Can reuse the values in multiple places throughout the system – for 

ease of long-term maintenance 

 Generates automated official and formal reports 

 Manages and triggers workflows, tasks, events and changes, allowing 

collaborative work without system constraints 

 Embeds digital content management system supporting all file types 

 Allows Auditors and Assessors to work securely while visiting 

customers and other third-party organizations in offline workplace 

 

Authentication 
 

 Built-in customers’ needs driven authentication capabilities 

 LDAP, SAML and modern OAuth are easily set up on servers and root 

DN for various databases and mail settings 

Key Benefits 

 

 Seamless integration with the internal business 
processes and external stakeholders 

 Manage the entire life cycle of accreditation and 
certification processes 

 Retire disparate workflows 

 Increase efficiency in planning and scheduling 

 Consistent methodology for processing 
assessments 

 Better efficiency as information is stored in same 
database, year-on-year 

 Greater transparency in the current snapshot of 
the state of the accreditation program 

 Processing and implementing any number of 
customized applications leveraging on scalable 
and extensible platform 

 Increased accuracy by integration with extra 
systems and offline toolkit, thereby reduce need of 
redundant data types. 

About Xybion  
Xybion is a leading SaaS company dedicated to providing life 
sciences and health systems companies with innovative software 
solutions to accelerate the transformation of today’s inventions 
into tomorrow’s approved medicines, devices, and diagnostic 
tests designed to save lives and keep employees safe. Our 
intelligent cloud platform and software solutions help companies 
accelerate digital transformation of processes, speed up 
innovation, optimize operations, reduce compliance risks, and 
achieve significant cost savings.  
 
Xybion is serving over 160 customers in 29 countries including 
all the top 20 global biopharmaceutical companies. Xybion’s  

 
global scale and expertise brings employees around the world to 
help companies in life sciences, health systems, research 
institutions, and governments. We help companies digitally 
transform their regulated business operations. Our unique 
solutions focus on employee health and safety, integrated 
preclinical lab management, early-stage drug discovery, digital 
lab solutions, regulatory compliance, GRC, quality management, 
predictive compliance, content management, and systems 
validation. 
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